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An ecclectic mix of style and genre created for the film Gamers. New music in the style of 8o's Rock and

80's pop, Weird Al style rap, classical orchesrtal compositons, accoustic ballads, funky porno music and

elevator mood music. 21 MP3 Songs POP: 80's Pop, EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock Details: Kevin

Sherwood and Tom Hite met at Loyola Marymount University in Westchester, CA. Kevin studied classical

guitar and Tom studied cello as well as music composition. While at Loyola the two played together in a

band called Otter's Cowboy Hat, along with Victor Damiani the former bass player from Cake. Tom went

on to Bowling Green State University in Ohio where he received his doctorate in music composition.

Kevin went on to a Meisner method acting school for several years while continuing to play music in

various local LA bands including: Whiplads, Secret, Zone Trooper Charlie and Plato's Bazaar. Tom was a

member of the band Nickel which had an appearance on the TV series Buffy the Vampire Slayer. If you're

not amazed yet you must be a robot. A robot without one of those implants that can simulate emotions.

Emotions such as awe, excitement, jubilation and a childlike sense of wonder. Kevin and Tom rejoined

forces to become a production powerhouse for the film Gamers. They wrote more than 25 original pieces

of music for the film, most of which can be heard on the Gamers soundtrack. Music to dazzle and amaze

the mind and senses. Music that can and will cause laughter unless (refer back to the robot thing). Kevin

Sherwood was one of the lead actors in the film Gamers. He played the part of the Dungeon Lord and

would surely have been nominated for something had anyone important in Hollywood actually seen or

heard of the film. Tom Hite was the on-set soundman for the film Gamers and managed to hear all sorts

of embarrassing secrets, between shots when the actors forgot their microphones where still turned on.

Listen and enjoy and Tom and Kevin will think nice thoughts about you.
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